


Focusing on the Future 

E lsevier science's' worldwide man- 
agement gathered in Amsterdam for 
the annual Strategy Meeting in June 

this year. In contrast to former years, the 
basis of the 1993 Strategy Meeting was 
slightly different in that it was focused 
sharply on our 1994-98 Long Term Plan. 

This plan concisely describes our top 
priorities for the future, which have been 
drawn from a detailed analysis of our cor- 
porate strengths and weaknesses, both 
actual and potential. 

Creating such aplan is always a collab- 
orative effort. It is the outcome of the long- 
term plans formulated by each business 
unit in the company, and the result of vari- 
ous Board of Management debates on 
views of our strategy. 

Long-term planning should be an 
ongoing and flexible process. The major 
strategic themes may remain the same for 
long periods but obviously the tactics, the 
actual movements needed to achieve our 
strategic goals, should be refined at least 
annually to reflect the latest developments 
within the market and new insights within 
the compiny. 

For the coming period Elsevier 
Science will focus on four main issues: 
attrition, electronic publishing, diversifi- 
cation, and service optimalisation. Of 
course efficiency measures and cost con- 
tainment will also call for our continuous 
attention. 

At the Strategy Meeting the four Board 
of Management members elaborated on 
the significance of each main issue. 

Mike Boswood stressed the impor- 
tance of fighting attrition. We should 
enhance the relevance, attractiveness and 
visibility of our products. However, we 
can do this only by increasing our under- 
standing of customer behaviour. 

Herman Spruijt followed with a pre- 
sentation on an outline for the further 
development of electronic publishing, tak- 
ing new and emerging market needs as our 
guideline. 

Jos Overdevest explained the need for 
changes in our organisation by focusing 
attention on service optimalisation. 
Service optimalisation is a continuous 
process. It means not only providing opti- 
mal service to our customers (external) but 
also the ongoing effort to satisfy our cus- 
tomers (internal) within the company. 

I presented some ideas on how to 
search for product differentiation and how 
to study diversification as ways of devel- 
oping essential new markets. 

In conclusion, the major issues briefly 
described here should come together in our 
main policy which is to enhance our com- 
petitive edge through a process of adjust- 
ing our products and services in continual 
response to the scientist's needs as a con- 
sumer of information. 
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B U L L E T I N  B O A R D  --  GEE+ 

Danckw 
C O N T E N T S  

The 8th P.V. Danckwerts Memorial Lecture took place recently in 
Glaziers' Hall in London. It was delivered by Professor Malcolm Lilly 
who is Chairman of the Advanced Centre for Biomechanical Engineering 
at University College, London. 

This annual lecture series is sponsored by Pergamon Press in associa- 
tion with the Institution of Chemical Engineers. It was founded in 1986 in 
recognition of Peter Danckwerts' contribution to the pursuit of scholarship 
in chemical engineering. As a member of the original chemical engineer- 
ing team at Cambridge University in the early 1950s, Danckwerts estab- 
lished a global reputation with remarkable papers which set the tone of 
post-war chemical engineering research. As Shell Professor of Chemical 
Engineering (1959-77) in Cambridge, he stimulated research into gas 
absorption which has grown in importance with the expansion of the 
chemical industry. 

Danckwerts' war record was as memorable as h$ distinguished 
academic career. A Sub-Lieutenant RNVR trained in bomb disposal, he 
was posted to London in time for the Blitz. In a note to Insights into 
Chemical Engineering, published by Pergamon in 198 1, Danckwerts 
recalls: " ... after each raid a number [of German parachute mines] were 
found standing on the top floors of houses, hanging from trees and bridges, 
etc. There was a sporting chance of actuating the 'bomb fuse' while trying 
to remove it, but usually it buzzed for 10-15 s before the explosion. Those 

I 
were stimng times." 

l 
Awarded the George Cross in 1940, Danckwerts was appointed MBE 

in 1943. He was President of the Institution of Chemical Engineers 1965- 
66, and was elected FRS in 1969. For 30 years he was Editor of 
Pergamon's journal Chemical Engineering Science, in which the texts of 
the memorial lectures are published. 
Helen McPherso 
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B U L L E T I N  B O A R D  - I 

COG in the Elsevier Wheel Norwich Renewal Rolls On 

Wheelinn and dealing, in u, COG calender include Diamond ' E d n g r  fmm the bulldig rib 

Films '93 which is happening in U u t k t h e W l m l c h o f & c , " ~  
nicest way possible, comes 

Portugal this September, and a Ian WOII)), Mene@w If El3FY(w/k0 
naturally to the members of 

conference on Industrial Crops Ibstmcb. 'As thlr pl#t, cAmr - 
Elsevier Science's Conference 
organising G~~~~ (COG): penny which takes place in November Input-mrmcufmntlylavrdd 

1993 in Italy. by worlunon dnnp-groofir the blEL 
Moon (Group Conference s u b  d MIcw and drctrlclena m- 
Manager), Gill Spear (Conference wlrlng thr w M e  buildinp. Wlnkw 
Supervisor), and Phillipa Orme Foward Thinking mnmmtion a d  Itvatwyhltchon 
and Kay Russell (both Conference nfurblshment n u t  and notwmk 
Administrators). Renamed from wlrlng to toll W... W n  m mipM be 
Elsevier Seminars in January When one of Elsevier Science's rbls b ndecmte a d  mapet Roll 
1993, COG provides conference- 
organising resources for Elsevier finest forward thinkers retired at on summer's end, when the worlr k 

the end of July, the division said due to be flnlshed!" 
Science at large and the sister 
divisions within the wider wheel thank you and fare-thee-well in 

of Reed Elsevier. "We are the best way a publisher knows 

organising two UK conferences how. By publishing a book: 
for Reed Exhibitions Companies Onderzoeken OnderwGzen 

which will go on next says Ondernemen (Research Education , 
Penny Moon, started Enterprise, subtitled The 'Trias 

talks with Reed Business Politica' of the Information 
Society) by Mari F.J. Pijnenborg, 

tAS Books Sold No Go le~eport 
Publishing." 

Penny Moon is proud of the formerly Director of Corporate 

most recent successful enterprise Policies & Business Development Elsevier science Publishers Elsevier Science will not be 

COG has notched to its credit, the (see Profile on page 10). Ltd has divested itself of the moving into the book-shaped 
During his 15 years with 

conference put on last June at Santa majority of titles in its Elsevier building currently under 
Elsevier Science, Pijnenborg spent ~ ~ ~ l i ~ d  science imprint to Barbara on "buckyballs" - construction in the Teleport 

buckminster fullerene, the nick- muchtimeoutsidethecomPanY Chapman & Hall of London. district of Amsterdam. Instead, 
talking to governmental bodies Elsevier Advanced Technology Elsevier has decided to lease the 

name of a new family of carbon 
about how to bring into conver- books (Oxford) and Elsevier offices to the Dutch Tax 

molecules; see ESW 811 -which 
COG did together with Pergamon's 

gence commercial interest and Trends books (Cambridge) are not Department. For the foreseeable 
public policy for the good of included in the transfer to future Elsevier Science staff now 

Materials Science team, led by 
society. He spent three months Chapman & Hall. ESP Ltd occupying the Molenwerf and 

Publishing Editor Michael Mabe. 
penning the book, recounting what announced its intention to reduce Overmolen buildings and the 

With Harry Kroto, one of the co- 
he had learnt about the relationship its activities in academic book second floor of Elsevier NV 

discoverers of buckyballs, as 
between government, research publishing in June last year; see headquarters will stay where they 

programme chairman, the confer- 
institutes, and commercial science ESW7/5? 1992. @ are.. 

ence had no trouble in attracting 
publishers. In his vision of the 

over 200 participants. 
future that relationship must be 

Incidentally, Pergamon's Mike 
brought more into synchrony both 

BOSWOO~ (Managing Director) and Campus Changes Address 
Peter Shepherd (Publishing 

to protect commercial incentive as 
well as foster research and the free 

Director, Physical Sciences) were 
flow of information. 

also at the buckyball conference 
Rjnenborg chose to write the The company that represents Elsevier Science in South America, 

and lent a willing hand to the COG 
book in his native language instead Editora Campus Ltda, led by Managing Director Claudio Rothrnuller, 

staff setting up the displays at the 
of English because he finds it 

conference exhibit booth. Gill 
moved to new premises in Rio de Janeiro this September. The new office 

important that his message gets 
Spear notes, "Both Mike and Peter address is: 

across most clearly to readers in Editors Campus Ltda were thoroughly involved and even 
rolled up their shirt sleeves to help Holland. Although Onderzoeken Rua Sete de Setembro 1 1 1/16 andar 

Onderwijzen Ondernemen is in 
us unpack the boxes of Pergamon 20050-002 Centro 

Dutch, the introduction and an 
products." Rio de Janeiro RJ 

extensive summary of the contents Brazil COG is a separate profit centre 
are translated into English. The 

in Elsevier Advanced Technology, 
BIC Library in Amsterdam has 

Oxford, directed by Chris Lloyd. Tel: +55 21 252-2868 
loan copies available for staff. Fax: +55 21 252-2904 L Forthcoming attractions on the 



Long Range Milestone cover interactions between proto- Staphylococcus and Streptococcus 
zoa (single-celled organisms) and cannot be controlled. "one tbpical 
helminths (worms) and their hosts example," says Caroline, "is the 

__l 1992 Long Range Planning, published by Pergamon, celebrated its 
25th anniversary. To mark this occasion the Editorial Board of Long 
Range Planning met at Henley Management College in the UK. Editorial 
Director Barbara Barrett says, "The journal appeals equally to academics 
and practising managers by providing innovative articles, based on 
experience, which are of practical value. It is the only truly international 
journal devoted to strategic management with contributions from all 

interest." 

-it has a strong tropical disease 
emphasis. 

The creation of TIM didn't 
happen in a vacuum. "We knew that 
a large cohort of scientists called 
themselves rnicrobiologists," says 
Caroline, "and that Trends were not 
addressing any specifically. A 
major focus is the American 
Society for Microbiology (ASM) 
with more than 39,000 members, 
and of course, the Federation of 
European Microbiologists, which 
publish their four journals through 
Elsevier [see ESW 8/31.'' 

A major interest of ASM 
members is infection. This has been 
fuelled recently by AIDS and by the 
rapidly growing threat of multiple 
antibiotic resistance - a ohenome- 

initiative in the USA to control the 
spread of drug-resistant tuberculo- 
sis in New York, particularly in 
impoverished communities and 
among AIDS sufferers. In the UK, 
Glaxo has put up E10 million this 
year for tuberculosis research. Until 
last year, this disease had been 
almost completely neglected since 
the development of antibiotics, 
because these drugs were consid- 
ered to have conquered the threat 
from tuberculosis." 

All in all, auspicious trends tor 
a review journal focusing on basic 
research into infectious disease. 
Caroline Ash reports that since 
TIM's launch in April over 1300 
requests for sample copies have 
come in. As to firm orders. there are 

non that potentially could cripple very many hundreds of personal 
public health in developed coun- subscribers and a very healthy 
tries; surgery is impossible if number of library subscripBnn~ just 
ubiquitous bacteria like four months after the launci 

At Hmlsy Managrmant Collsgs am [fmnt mw, I-rl: Suzanne Walton, 6rahm Gwdridgs, Barbam 
knatt, Sammye Hsigh and David Sharp. Back raw: Ray Wild, Bsrnrrd Taylor [Editor-in-Chid of 

Elsevier Trends Journals in 
Cambridge have launched an 
exciting new journal edited by 
Caroline Ash, Trends in 
Microbiology which, as ETJ 
Director David Bousfield says, "is 
alreadv exceeding budget targets." 

that Immunology Today rarely ran 
any articles on infection," Caroline 
explains, "and I saw that the other 
Trends journals had little on 
bacteria, viruses or fungi. Hence, 
the combination: interactions 
between microorganisms and their 

I The current impetus for the new plant and animal hosts. A title that 

publication arose in about 1991 explained all this would be ~ ~ m b e r -  

from ~ i ~ h ~ d  ~ a l l ~ ~ h ~ ~  (who now some so we opted for something Tmndr In M k n b l d m  was Irundmd rt th 1113 haiun Oocl#l~ for MlcnLld@~ fnrrtlng In 

runs Science's Europe office), then easy 9 Trends in Microbiolog~ Atlanta, BA, m d  war erlabratad with thh I- m 8  i o d  with a mpliol of the d d g n  of th, 

editor of Immunology Today and (TIM), plus amore descriptive fhrt  ervsr. Edlta krollnr M, r h m n  h m ,  mlrtrr: ' W r t r  flacknd to rrt it ~ d r t r m l  by 

Caroline Ash, then editor of subtitle: Virulence, Infection and 9 k n t - M  bt@ri@ - a bmtdum o n  faad pokmlnl- ~ P W  m 

parasitology ~~d~~ knew Pathogenesis." Parasitology Today W." bmlln@ wm - by I(rts In 

as a separate entity to sample #Clr to tha r g r  tc ia~~Urb.  
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7 Reed International 

Where does 

lnternational come from? 

What lies behind Peter 

'\,Dqvis. the man at its 
i 

helm? For background o 

of my own background because," he 
explained in his preamble, "I think it's 
always important to undegtand about a 
company or aperson. And you understand 
much better who and what they are if you 
know where they come from." 

Born in December 1941, the son of a 
Merseyside cotton trader and a Dutch 

W E  mother. Davis came to fill the unusual dual 
position of Chairman and Chief Executive 
of Reed International and is now Chief 
Executive of Reed Elsevier, second in 

Eumm-wru 1 



command to Reed Elsevier Chair 
Pierre Vinken. 

Touching on his own backgro 
Davis called himself, broadly-speaking, a 
marketing man. ''That's the grandest way 
of describing it," he laughed, going on to 
say that he was a salesman in an engineer- 
ing business, went into marketing and 
worked for General Foods in the retailing 
business, and moved on to the supermarket 
giant, J. Sainsbury, where he became one 
of the three managing directors, looking 
after marketing. "But," Davis said, "I was 
wanting an opportunity to be a chief exec- 
utive and by chance Reed were looking for 
someone with marketing experience." A 
headhunter matchedthe man with the com- 
pany and the rest, as they say, is Reed 
International history. 

Conglomerate 

Like Reed Elsevier, Reed Internathd is 
itself the result of a merger. Withmexrmks 
of shortages of newsprint just afterthe war, 
there was clear logic for the mefgmin 1970 
between a paper-maker, Albert E. Reed 
Co. Ltd, incorporated in 1903, and 
International Publishing Corporation, 
IPC. The early roots of IPC Magazines 
trace back to the birth of modem-day 
Elsevier. The first three IPC titles=*: . 

Amateur Gardening, Amateur ~ h c % -  . 
graphy and Horse and Hound - were 
launched in 1884. Four years earlier, 
Robbers and his band of Dutch publishers 
and booksellers had founded the modem- 
day Elsevier. 

Reed International thus began as a 
paper-maker and publisher of magazines 
and newspapers, including the Daily 
Mirror, but grew rapidly in all sorts of 
directions. "It became a typical seventies 
conglomerate," said Davis, "doing almost 
certainly too many things. The range of 
products was enormous, from wallpaper, 
paint and home furnishings, to lavatories, 

-m* 
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O V E R  S T O R Y  - 

" , doesn't know much about making packag- Instead of marrying Elsevier then, 
ing or paper.' I turned to them and said: Reed concentrated on reinforcing its 

5 Reed Elsevier has acquired over 96% of Editions 'No I don't know either. The only sugges- stature in publishing and information, 
tion 1 can make is that as Peter 1 also begin spending $2.5bn in buying strength. Fow 
with a P*' At least that showed them I big acqditions Octopus Books, TV 

just a little bit of Dutch." Times, the Travel Information Group, a 
Technique owns a controlling interest in the legal data- US trawl gui* pqlucer, and Marhia le  
base company, Jurisdata, and a 40% interest in the ~ubbefi, the US legal publisher - cata- 
legal bookpublishing, Litec, togetherwith a number of ness . pulted'Reed into position a9 EUrppe's 
subsidiaries including a Spanish medical publishing 
company, Praxis Medica. 

Bru@* Director and 
Publishing worldwide for Reed Elsevier, has b x m e  

of Editions Twwques. 
new addition to the business, he said: ''We are creating 
a ~owerful ~uropean base for our legal publishing 
business by acquiring Editions Techniques. With 
Butterworths - the UK's leading legal publisher - it 
has great potential for future growth through coopera- 
tion in product development and technology, and for 
future European expansion." 

L* ;-4.:~~,t ;.zdq* :> 6 ; ~*%:"n , ~8 %,.-a:&x $,%!pc- third biggest publisher, behind 
It quickly became obvious to Davis that Bertclsmann in Germany and Hachefte of 
Reed was still trying to do too many France. Reed had transformed itself into a 
things. Hemo-&thatR&&ould well-established force in the UK, US and 
concentrate solely on the core business of Australasia with strong market-leading 
publishing and information. "We ana- positions in professional publishing, busi- 
lyzed our p i t i o n s  in the four PS and ness-to-business p u b w g ,  tmvd infor- 
bide. that the publishing business was mation, exhibitions and pub- 
most attractive because it had better lishing. 
growth characteristics, very strong cash "The point I'm making," Davis 
flow, and didn't require the major invest- explained, "is that R& h come fnnn a 
ments you have to make in paper or pack- very different background ts Elsevier. It 
aging or paint. Our position was stronger has changed much more rapidly than 
in publishing where, as an Anglo- Elsevier has developed because we hadto 

g* boilers, plastic pipes and car bumpers. American-European axis company, we take urgent action if we were going to con- 
Investing heavily in new businesses aad wenn't under the same threat the manu- centrate on the core business. By 1991-92 
new factories and mills, borrowing heavi- factwing businesses were from compa- we had made a lot of progress and were 
ly in Swiss francs, they rapidly became nies in the Eest or emerging markets." being taken seriously as apubIishingam- 
very.omtretched.'* In the subsequent shake-up, first the pay.  We wanted to move much more into 

The ca@mmtc was trying to com- paint bwbcas was soldand by 1988, Reed continental Europe and be much more 
pate in too m y  markets in too many had also diwmd &elf of the paper and involvedin the professional, ideally scien- 
cou~tr id  a@, d g  to Davis, anyone packaging busiacsres. "It was all very tific, if we could get it, and the business 
looking at the markets objectively could amicable, we had vuy sensible civilised markets. And be less consumer-driven 
seethat R& wasn'tcapableof generating discussions, and it went largely in a buy- and less advertising-driven." 
enough money to invest enough in all the out to management. Simultaneously." The equal alliance with Elsevier has 
expensive businesses. In Wearly eighties Davis revealed, "we wen having discus- allowed Davis to fulfri his ambition to 
; the mm-cxaxtive directors decided that sions with Elsevier and we very nearly move into continental Europe. He cited 

time wascqgbandthingsbadtobegot merged in 1988-89. But." he added the recent successful acquisition of 
under coetral, andthy startGd rationalis- frankly, "I W& not able to prrsuade the Editions Techniques, the French legal 

ing con&memte down from its col- chairman of Reed or deliver the Reed publisher, as an im-t strategic move 
lection of 13 undated busioesses. Board for that decisi~n, because they for the new partnership. "It's a good 

"By the time I joined Reed in thought that trying to attempt an alliance example of cooperation. It symbolises 
November 1986," Davis continues, "we with Elsevier while we were selling all the bringing the strengths of two companies 
were down to the four P's: paper, -g- manufacturing businesses was all too together to create something we were 
ing, paint and publishiug. First I spent six much too quickly. I can understand that, unable to do separately before." 
months going rouad the eatire company but it was a disappointment. But, the six Davis went on: "Elsevier had wanted 
tallring to people. I remember coming to months we spent trying to put the deal to move into legal publishing but had no 
visit one of the Dutch packaging factories together and doing due diligence on each base. Reed, with Butterworth, had a very 
and being shown round by two senior other's companies did give us the chance strong base but no Continental experi- 
managers. They didn't b o w  that I under- to get to b o w  Pi- Vinken, and Louk ence A determined attempt by Louk van 
stand Dutch, having a Dutch mother, and van Vollenhoven and C m  AlW [both Vollenhaven and Herman Bruggink beat 
one said to the other in Dutch: 'Well I membersoftheElsevierExecutiveBoard] Wolters Kluwer, who were very keen to , 
don't know why we've hired him, he quite well." buy Editions Technique, to the post. We- 

ELfmm- ; 



rs moved fmm being a company 
~ a u l t u m t o o w l i l a t ,  

@ads said, "is very different, much 
IcuvtandIhopemore*xibkand e" 

~ b h i c a l .  It's' very easy to say but 
hi;cdt&ayasaehsyfor~getohap 
id:Nt in a&en y m  in Rcad we have 
wrngonsndiaplchmgO6." 
L his opiaiop, the great sccangth of 

Ltvlrrinthelpstfifteenyearsisthatit 
& lua had a very strong Vision of where it 

wantedta @,a V- dtective e d o n  of 
that, and t very sin$Ic-mhk? and suc- 
~policy."Now,,"heconsidered,"we 
need t o p  the best of both the Elaevier and 
~eadcul&na.and also the best of the new. 

"You have to d much harder on a 
fifty-fifty partnership," Davis mused, 
"Botder than on an acquisition. You have 

1 . . ." , 

marketsinwhichweoperateaachpn%iog 
fundamentally.. We will ha- @ be much"\ 
faster 'on our feet as comprUiic&,I 'm'~~ 
vinced that we will have to be mmlcbiapre 
market-sensitive akd msfkct4*.- 
more m p o m i ~ e  .to what ow .cuPtaasaa !' 
want and the choices that are open to thtm ' 

than we- andl'musing 'we' inaiage 
collective business sense - than ow 
industry g-hhbzen in past years.'", 

"&," n*visdachrad'Y'm vuy deter- 

and don't listen enough. I think it's tembly 
important sometimes to ttim the button to 
p e i v e  and not to transmit so I'm going to 
keep quiet for a minute andlisten." 

And with that, he invited the Elsevier 
~c'ience executives to take the floor. 
Watch for a report of the question-and- 
answer session that concluded Peter 
Davis's keynote address at the 1993 
Annual Strategy Meeting in a forthcoming 
issue of Elsevier Science World. () : ' 

. . 



ent, 

-tired this syrnmer 

ri Pijnenborg considers him- 
alf "a very privileged person." - LS the sound of children play- 

ing onth- --h001 yardbelow drifts through 
the open window into his tenth floor 
Amsterdam office Mari reflects, "There 
was never one day when1 went to the office 
- even when I was working at home on a 
Sunday -that I had the feeling work was a 
burden. I like publishing so much that it has 
always been a genuine pleasure." 

For Mari, who is retiring this summer 
after 15 years at Elsevier Science, publish- 
ing has been a means of self-realization 

and self-expression, an outlet for his cre- 
ative talents. He focuses on the future, on 
what he calls "the farthest point," the ulti- 
mate consequences of a development only 
now in its incipient stages. His ability to 
keep that vision in front of everyone's eyes 
has benefited not only Elsevier Science but 
researchers, libraries and the scientifii: 
publishing industry as a whole. 

Man is on the three-person commit- 

tee of which I am chairman to devel- 

op a framework for the Royal Library 

to work together with other Dutch 

libraries to enhance the flow and dis- 

tribution of scientific information. In 

meeting after meeting Mari ham- 

mered home his vision of the future, 
) a future he calls the 'virtual library", 

a situation in which a scientist can 

have easy access to all the informa- 1 
tion he needs from anywhere he hap- 

pens to be working. I think we in the 

Netherlands are at a point where all 

scientific libraries and organizations 

in the country will co-operate on a 

voluntary basis to make that virtual 

library a reality. Mari has been a 

tremendous stimulus in the process. 

BoudeuvlJn Okkerse, 

Royal Library, Den Haag 

"I have always been aplanner," adds Mari, 
"and so I have had to extrapolate from what 
we know and speculate on where we might 
arrive." Crystallizing thoughts about his 
role as one of Elsevier Science's chief 
strategic planners, he says, "I have usedmy 
arguments and convictions to prepare my 
colleagues for that future. But on the other 
hand I was always flexible and adaptable 
enough to say: 'If it's not working this way 
let's try it another way.' So partly I feel 
very good about my stubbornness and part- 
ly I feel very good about my flexibility." 

Before coming to Elsevier Science in 



1978, Mari was Director of the Book 
Group for the Dutch publishers VNU. 
Starting in the early 1970s he created a 
database to store and synthesize the infor- 
mation behiid entries for a brand new 24- 
volume encyclopedia for Het Spectrum 
press. "Using a database to facilitate the 
creation of a complex editorial product fas- 
cinated Elsevier Science, and they came to 
me and asked if I was interested in making 
a move to scientific publishing," Mari 
explains. 

right in a digital environment. He repre- 
sented the company in discussions with 
bodies like UNESCO and WIPO about 
creating a legal environment which pro- 
tects the proprietary rights of the creator of 
an intellectual property without choking 
the innovation and adaptation that are nec- 
essary for the greater good. 

Mari has been my friend, client, 

industry representative and teacher. 

I want to emphasize here his role as 

I like Man a lot. His openness, trust- teacher. He taught me a discipline of 

worthiness and intelligence are very thought, a need to challenge the 

appealing. We travelled together for accepted and look beyond the mun- 

Elsevier through Japan and dane, a courage to consider the 

Indonesia, and even In very d~fficult future unencumbered by artific~al 

weather he never lost his enthusi- orthodoxy, and a matunty of human 

asm and good humour. Once, in the and business sense that I can only 

Botanical Garden in Bogor he hope to emulate and then be satis- 

pushed me out of the way of a fied to even reasonably approach. 

coconut that was falling directly Jon Baumgamn, 

towards my bald head. He heard it Rorkrruer Rose Goeb & 

comlng. I think he saved my life. Mendelson, Washington DC 

buk ran Vollenhouen, 

Mari's assignment at Elsevier Science was 
first to create a database for scientific arti- 
cles &d second to focus on how electronic 
technology would change scientific pub- 
lishing and helpmove the company toward 
the day when its product would actually be 
delivered in electronic format. "Here we 
are 15 years later, and most of our product 
s still produced by traditional printing pro- 
:edures," he continues, "but you easily 
seed five to ten years to make the switch 
and when the market is really ready, we 
will have done the planning necessary." 

In the beginning of his tenure it was 
decided that in addition to his role as strate- 
gic planner, Mari's portfolio would 
include copyright issues. He helped not 
only. Elsevier Science but also the trade 
organizations STM and IPA formulate 
policy papers on how to deal with copy- 

The existing body of law and legal prece- 
dent covering copyright has been based on 
the printed product delivered in book or 
journal form. "There has to be an actual 
artifact, a product, a book or article or 
painting or recording for intellectual prop- 
erty to be protected," Mari explains. "But 
the attractiveness of a digital environment 
is that more or less everything can be 
adapted, converted, enhanced, taken apart 
or combined in a new way with incredible 
speed without altering the original docu- 
ment in its digital form at all." Turning 
complex data into an image is one example 
Mari cites of a conversion that not only 
helps the user understand complex infor- 
mation more easily and quickly but also 
avoids the need for translation from one 
language to another. 

"If, as scientific publishers we refuse 
to allow information we publish to be 
adapted, we monopolize ideas to the detri- 
ment of innovation, sooner or later we will 

be punished for standing in the way of the 
societal good," he continues. "But how 
should we be adequately compensated for 
use of our material if in the end our product 
may not be recognizable at all? If we don't 
have a system that protects investment, 
investments will not be made." 

"There is a logical follow-through 
between what I did before I came to 
Elsevier as far as creating a database for an 
encyclopedia and creating one for scientif- 
ic articles, but otherwise," Mari ponders, "I 
guess I would say that trade publishing and 
scientific publishing are two completely 
different professions." 

Mari and I first met and became col- 

leagues at ESP in 1978. The one of 

his many talents that I have most 

admired has been his ability to take 

the broad and the long view when 

some of the rest of u s  have focused 

narrowly and on the short term. His 

instinct to place most business 

problems and opportunities in a 

strategic context has often helped 

mewith my own thinking. His historic 

analogies to current circumstances 

have been both helpful and amusing. 

I recall his invoking the curious 

power relationship between the 

l7thC King of France and the Duke 

of Burgundy, immediately clarifying 

certain contemporary power rela- 

tionships that I found puzzling. 

ebarkr EUL, 

John Wloy & Sons, Inc. 

"One of the biggest differences is the life 
cycle of the product," Mari continues. 
"You are lucky if a trade paperback contin- 
ues to sell for a couple of years. You are 
constantly looking for controversial sub- 
jects and new ideas, always hoping for the 
bestseller. To launch a scientific journal 
may take two, three, even five years and 
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before it's time to merge it into another or 
change it substantially ten years may have 
elapsed." 

When IPA and STM launched 

RIGHTS in 1986, Mari was chair- 

man of the STM Copyright 

Committee and acted as a sort of 

editor-in-chief for the magazine. He 

was the best administrator I've ever 

worked with. He was always think- 

ing in advance and able to point me 

in the right direction editorially. He 

never got bogged down in disagree- 

ment, but always found a way to 

move forward. 'You do this and I ' l l  

do this.' he said. There was always a 

clear plan and we did move forward. 

I hope I get the opportunity to share 

a glass of wine with him again. His 

taste in wine is really excellent. 

Suun Wasnor, tonner 

Edltor of RIGHTS 

There is also a difference in the rewpds. 
When he was at VNU, he sat on the board 
of Mitchell Beasley, a publishing house 
which had to its credit a book that changed 
a generation's attitude towards sexual ful- 
filment, The Joy of Sex by Alex D. 
Comfort. "In trade publishing it really is 
possible to have a book that can change the 
overall consciousness of a certain section 
of our society, and that is very nice, 
indeed." 

Science publishing is less frenzied, 
* more stable, focusing on reliability and the 

guarantee of scientific quality, based on 
the loyalty of editorial boards. "But if you 
look at the priorities in society - environ- 
ment, global change, energy, employ- 
ment, transportation, all the issues that 
affect society's functioning -they are all 
science-dependent," he says. "There is no 
issue that you can read about in a newspa- 
per that we are not covering in one of our 
journals. So in science publishing you 
know you are making a product that is both 
needed and respected by society." 

Mui Pijnmborp: 'Than is no issun tM you a n  mad about in a mmprCIr tM m m not cowrinp in OM of 
our joumalr. So in r i a n w  publishing you know you m making a product that is both n d a d  and mpoctod by 
cocioty." 

Mari has fulfilled a very important 

role in Elsevier Science. He has 

been our intellectual mentor during 

a period of transition, reminding us 

that our world is much broader. 

deeper and more complicated than 

we would simplistically like to make 

it. He always speaks the truth, how- 

ever difficult, and he kept the inter- 

ests of the company firmly in the 

center of his thinking. Many con- 

been all along, because you have to create 
and maintain your own job in a commer- 
cial environment - now I am going to 
accept or decline the things that come to 
me." 

Mari bought a ruin of a farm near 
Nijmegen in the 1970s and spent several 
years restoring it. He likes the idea of 
spending two or three days a week there 
after years of only Saturdays, because he 
always went back to Amsterdam on 
Sundays to give himself time to prepare 
for the work week ahead. "I don't do the 
nitty gritty worklike weeding," he admits. 

cepts we take for granted today "But I love cleaning the ditches and cut- 
ting the grass." 

started with Mari's quiet advocacy. 
Both the farm and Mari's canal house 

Forthatweallowe him greatthanks. in Amsterdam date back to the 17th centu- 
Kamn Hunter, ry. "I like the idea of living somewhere 

E l r w i e r  Scleme with such a sense of history. When I loo1 
up at the timbers that must have been a 

And what does retirement hold for a man 
whose work has been such a central part of 
his existence? "I'm not going to do noth- 
ing. I couldn't, I've been too active al l  my 
life. But after 30 years of being a director, 
I want tobe directed. Instead of my saying: 
Let me do this - and that's the way it has 

least a hundred years old back in 1670, the 
year they were put in the roof of the farm, 
it makes me feel like I'm sharing in a tiny 
part of ongoing history, and that all I am 
doing is making just a small contribution 
to the continuity of time." 
- Candida Harper 



tremendous. But of 
course, now that 
we've raised expecta- 
tions we have to go on 
doing a good job." 

Yet implementa- 
tion on almost all 16 
campuses is proceed- 
ing slower than antic- 
ipated. Hunter tells 
why. "The message 
we're getting is sim- 
ply areinforcement of 
what we knew but 
expressed in very 
graphic terms: money , 

is extraordinarily 
tight on university 
campuses. Although 
they don't have to pay 
for TULIP, they do 
have to pay someone 
to look after it on site. 
Uniformly they're all 
enthusiastic about it, 
so it's not lack of I 
interest, but times are 
difficult in these I 
major universities - 
some of our biggest customers - and 
they're stretching their resources as care- 
fully as they can. For example, we're find- 
ing that there is areluctance to take the cur- 
rent-awareness bibliographic information 
for the titles they don't subscribe to 
because they're afraid it might generate 
use, and they just don't have the money to 
purchase new subscriptions." 

Hunter con- 
cludes, "One of the 
first things we're 
learning from TULIP 
is that if we go with 
new technology it's 
unrealistic to expect a 
whole new revenue 
stream to open up in 
universities. That 
doesn't mean we 

can't find new ways. The most important 
part of this whole thing is that we have to 
come to terms with pricing electronic 
material. TULIP is just one of the projects 
that will help us do that. It does bring us . 
much closer to the market, it gets us into 
discussions with anyone and everyone, 
and from that maybe we can develop other 
things." 



for what is perceived as its 

free ride in basic 

H ow can Japan best contribute to the 
rest of the world? One way is to 
make widely known - and avail- 

able for use elsewhere in the world - the 
lessons of modernization that the Japanese 
have learned the hard way in the last hun- 
dred years, along with the national virtue of 
industriousness that has steadily helped 
them along in the process. 

Following the collapse or Japanese 
militarism in 1945, the nation was forced 
to make a complete transition from mili- 
tary tocivilianindustries almost overnight. 
It was a painful task, full of hardships, but 
Japan had no alternative. Japanese compa- 
nies, which staked their survival on a total 
transformation from the easy-going mili- 
tary sectorto the tough civilian sector, have 
managed not only to improve their price- 
performance ratios but to gain a high 
degree of consumer satisfaction by adopt- 
ing strict quality-control measures and by 
turning out consumer-friendly products 
through their meticulous market surveys, 
and thereby acquired excellent interna- 
tional competitiveness. In other words, 
military defeat turned into economic tri- 
umph. 

Needless to say, private corporations 
play a leading role in technological inno- 
vation, particularly in Japan. The private 
business sector in Japan accounts for 84% 
of the total national R&D expenditures, 
compared to about 65% in major Western 
countries. The private industry is much 
applauded for its commitment and the gov- 
ernment is to be blamed for its negligence. 

As Japan continues to make strides in 
technological innovation, it has also come 
under increasing criticism for what is per- 
ceived as its free ride in basic research. 
Japan is accused of investing too little in 
basic research, and too much in applica- 

tions, compared with the other leading 
countries. As aresult, it is now being urged 
to make a contribution to basic science and 
generic technology more commensurate 
with its standing as aneconomic and indus- 
trial power. Criticisms are mounting 
hardly any Japanese universities or S 

run research institutes are true centres 
excellence where top scholars congrega 
from all over the world to carry out bas 
research and that this results in a signifi 
cant imbalance in the flow of researchers 
and scientific information between Japan 
and other leading countries. 

Enhancing 
Excellence 

Clearly, the Japanese government should 
drastically increase public funding for uni- 
versities and state-run institutes which are 
mainly responsible for conducting basic 
research. Untilrecently, however, any sub- 
stantial increase in public funding in this 
respect did not take place because the top 
priority of the Japanese govemment was to 
eliminate the budget deficit. Now that . 
voices urging the improvement of the situ- 
ation are increasingly heard, not only inter- 
nationally but also from national industrial 
and academic circles, the government 
made a cabinet decision (in early 1992) to 
initiate substantial budget increases. 

Even in that event, there will still be 
limits to public spending, so that private 
funds will have to be introduced to fill the 
balance. Both the government and private 
sectors need to work in cooperation to 
ensure adequate financial resources. If this 
could be worked out, the international fric- 
tion could not only be eradicated but also 
the Japanese contribution to the human 



erful by the Japanese standard pale into 
insignificance when compared with the 
international counterparts, including 
AT&T and Bell Laboratories. 

Institutes run by business corporations 
are a part of their profit-seeking activity 
and are not designed to serve national 
interests. Nevertheless, as the depth and 
width of their research activities are bound 
to grow, their degrees of public contribu- 
tion will rise as a result. Japanese compa- 
nies are often criticized as inferior to their 
Western counterparts in social service. 

endeavour for uncovering known truth ties, the faculty and staff at Japanese state- financial aid and 

could be intensified. run institutes are becoming obsolete and programs is an established form of social 

Our top priority under the above cir- aged. As for the problems of aging, it is by private corporations* 

cumstances is to enhance the quality of necessary to provide higher mobility to dating their research institutes and labora- 

education and research at Japanese univer- recruit younger researchers. Building cen- tories as of should also 

sities, as soon as possible, to levels compa- tres of excellence at the universities is thus be a legitimate form of social service- 

*rable to the institutions of higher learning the first step necessary to secure the source as the of of 

in the other leading countries, so as to be of supply of young and aspiring expands from universities to 

recognized internationally as centres of researchers. state-run institutes and laboratories, and to 

excellence. In particular, postgraduate Renewing obsolete facilities is also an those run by private corporations, the 

studies, which used to be a mere extension urgent problem. Some national institutes gain access to "l1 citizenship in 

of undergraduate education, will have to be have outlived their specific purposes of the global community. 

drastically restructured by enlarging the establishment, while others are engaged in Japan has impres- 
faculty and modernizing research facili- overlapping andtor out-dated tasks. A siveeconomicpowerandhas accumulated 

drastic scrap-and-build program of ratio- reserves that have generated 

Closer cooperation with state-run and nal realignment over and above ministerial this power. The people still abide by the 

ivate researcH institutions should be barriers, along with enhanced financial nOblespiritofindustriousness*andbytheir 

possible so as to jointly enhance the support, could lead to invigorating and to pacifism, egalitarianism* 

and flow of scientific knowledge and productive results. and liberalism. If we succeed in solving the 

archers. In view of the fact that scien- problems inherent in ourselves, we will be 

fic studies are increasingly dependent on able, with confidence and with justice, to 

formation, drastic improvements will Open Secret assert ourselves in the twenty-first century 

veto be made for information infrastruc- and make genuine and lasting contribu- 

ure, namely networks and databases. It is an open secret in Japan that research tiOns totheinternationalcomunity. 

ational networking should be inten- institutes and laboratories financed and 
and more information in internation- managed by private corporations, weath- 
guages should be disseminated. ering as they must the severe competition Portions reprinted, with pemission, from the 

Centres of excellence need not be lim- of the marketplace, are in a position superi- keynote ad&ss to the ~ i ~ ~ t  ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ t i ~ ~ ~  Symposim 

ited of course to universities. Though in or, financially and otherwise, to universi- on Aut~nornous Distributed Systems (Yokohama). 
Copyright 1993 IEEE. 

slightly better condition than the universi- ties and publicly financed institutions. But 



Launching a tradition; 

print product is a periloug 

business. Which makes 

launching an electronic 

product on a yet vmven 
medium - compact disk- 

interactive - sound way 

too precarious for words. 

But no, says Philippe 

Terheggen. On the 

contrary, Elsevier's 

Interactive Anatorrry is 

indeed a sensible gamble 

inside a real human body is 

blood, let alone at the 
hing near 3-D images of 

cross sections animated on 
colour, feel free to skip the 
cription of what went into 

duct, Elsevier's Interactive 
ay be too gory for you. 
goes ... Take a healthy, living 

d make a series of magnetic 
and computer-tomogra- 
at show bit by bit what it 

like inside and behind and 
ebrows and upperjaw. Then 
freezer a dead human head 
y and standard a cadaver as 
chop up the same parts in 
S, each just 100 microme- 
acolourphoto of each slice 

m to the scans you did earlier. 
1 the images electronically by 
m into a computer. Then ani- 

t lnto a film, mount it on a video 
played on a compact disk-inter- 
-I) or CD-ROM (compact disk- 
memory) machine and voila! 

Mmkn cl h &n lmrlrrll In prLlbhint EbwWs lnkrtivr htmy I- I-rl: Il*Lnt van 4, W h  
~ , M l y ~ i , H r n k v u  b, W w k ~ , C l r k K M b n . S w t l l : ~ ~ ~ l ,  
P h l l b  Tdmggen and Dkvh Dexter. Missing: Clml Ilrdmll, Lynnl Hwndm, Rdph and Aria C Ruibr. 

Interactive Anatomy. 
Sounds gruesome alright, but it's defi- 

nitely not too macabre for the end-user 
market: ear, nose & throat specialists, radi- 
ologists, anatomists, ophthalmologists, 
surgeons and med students, all of whom 
have a crying need for high-resolution 
visual reference material of the colourful 
complex structure of the human body. The 
key word here is visual for there's no acad- 
emic market so visually oriented, both 
macro- and microscopically, as the med- 
ical market. 

Visual this exciting new product cer- 
tainly is. Called "Paranasal Sinuses and 
Anterior Skullbase", the first disk in the 
innovative series holds over 10,000 con- 
tinuous photographic images, formatted at 
25 images per second and presented on 
tracks each containing three to four min- 
utes of shock-proof animation. The entire 
series of approximately 20 CD-I disks cov- 
ering the entire human body should present 
over 200,000 images which could be made 
into a film lasting a couple of hours. 
Zoutewelle Media Production handled the 
multi-frame reformatting, but the compil- 
ing editor and instigator of Elsevier's 
Interactive Anatomy is Professor Dr 
m 

Berend Hillen from the Department of 
Functional Anatomy at the University of 
Utrecht. 

New Medium 
The video on the disk can be seen in vari- 
ous ways. To gain a real sense of 3-D 
motion, you can display it in any one of 
three directions, up and down, side to side 
and from front to back and back again. Or, 
if you want to check your patient's clinical 
aberration against the visual reference on- 
screen - remember, the images come 
from a healthy cadaver - you can select 
still images (the freeze frame option), and, 
if you like, compare them with 360 images 
taken from MR scans, another 360 images 
from CT scans as well as 120 images from 
histology. 

That all this is possible is due to the 
new technology developed for a brandnew 
medium. Compact disk-interactive is more 
or less a combination of compact disk 
audio and video. Instead of playing digi- 
tized music it plays digitized pictures on a 
normal TV screen, not a computer termi- 
nal. It's called CD-I simply because it is 
truly interactive. You chose which way 



I you want to see the material and you can 
stop and start or change the direction of the 

1 display at any point. 
Philips Consumer Electronics intro- 

: I duced the CD-I player to the USA in early 
1991 and in autumn of 1992 to Europe. 
Technically, CD-I is an accepted world 

1 standard and all 200 electronic hardware 
I manufacturers worldwide are licensed to 
! produce CD-I players; indeed Sony has 

just produced a portable version. Philips is 

t taken off in a big way 

stores in Holland. 

ady available, mainly interactive 
es and educational programmes, and 
studios worldwide are producing CD- 

I titles right now. Current retail prices for 
hardware are quite reasonable: Dfl 1700 
for the player and about Dfl 500 for the 

But it's different in the professional 
market where, compared to the consumers 
market, CD-I can already be termed a rag- 
ing success. Many corporations including 
trading banks, insurance and pharmaceuti- 
cal companies are involved in CD-I pro- 
jects; Companies like Bayer, Glaxo, ICI 
and many more are using CD-I pro- 
grammes for both sales training and mar- 

Risk ~lements 

Obviously the success of "Paranasal 
Sinuses and Anterior Skullbase" relies on 
end-user acceptance of CD-I. "We've 
done enough homework to give us a mea- 
sure of confidence to go ahead," says 
Terheggen. "There's certainly an element 
of risk in it, call it sensible gambling, but 
that's in any new commercial enterprise." 

"The good thing is that we have a lot of 
personal contact with individual doctors 
and researchers, like al l  publishing units, 
which gives us good inside knowledge of 
the end-user information demands. We 
also have a pretty good idea of the trends 
within our market. Because of our contacts 
in the pharmaceutical industry we knew 
that our end-users are already active on 
CD-I. Lynne Hemdon [Senior Publishing 
Editor], Chris Kluiters [then Marketing 
Manager; see People File] and I have done 
a lot of preparatory market research, visit- 
ing ENT [ear, nose & throat] specialists 
and radiologists. From all those field visits 
we gained the impression that if we were 
going to start the project we should take 
action right now." 

And action has indeed been taken. The 
official launch is scheduled to take place at 
the European Congress of Radiology in 
Vienna this September. Last May, howev- 
er, a prototype of the first disk was dis- 
played at a meeting of the German society 
of ENT specialists in Munster, where it 
aroused lots of interest. "Those specialists 
were coming back to the booth two or three 
times to have another look," recalls 
Terheggen with a smile. "It was really 
exciting watching how they responded to 
seeing the prototype in action." 

Despite the good start, Terheggen 
remains cautious. "The initial penetration 
of our CD-I product in our own specific 
radiology and ENT market will not be 

"Market-wise, the penetration of CD-I is 
next to zilch at the moment," admits 
Publishing Editor Philippe Terheggen 
from APD Medicine, Pharmacology & 
Biological Sciences, the publishers of 1 Elsevier's  Interactive Anotonty. 

I "Although it hasn't yet achieved the same 
penetration as CD-ROM, there is a good 
chance that it will become amajor success. 

g CD-I has already made more sales than CD 

exceedingly high. On the other hand, we're 
not being overly pessimistic because it's a 
large market, and there are good possibili- 
ties for several important bulk orders from 
the pharmaceutical industry." 

Because of the uncertainty about CD-I, 
the business risk is being spread by making 
a parallel version on more familiar CD- 
ROM, which already has wide market 
acceptance. "The CD-ROM version is 

1 1 audio did in its fust year on the market." being produced in-house by Herbert van 

Zijl, who's doing aterribly goodjob onit as 
well providing great support for the CD-I 
version. We're offering the CD-ROM as a 
free back-up to the CD-I. In other words, 
it's a two-in-one package," Terheggen 
explains. "The CD-ROM infrastructure is 
already in place in most libraries, but doc- 
tors are not accustomed to using it. If they 
want to check a clinical reference they 
won't want to go to alibrary, they'll want it 
on a screen next to them, so that's where 
CD-I comes in. It's amachine of course, an 
intricate intelligent computer but it's not 
complex. It's disguised as an ordinary TV 
set, and that's the good thing. 

"Everyone involved is quite con- 
vinced that there is a real demand for the 
type of information we can supply with this 
product," Terheggen concludes, "but it 
must be profitable, it must be commercial. 
All our marketing effort is directed to 
achieving that. Just look at the unique sell- 
ing points: we are presenting anatomical 
cross sections at high resolution in living 
colour, reducing bulky information into 
very interactive, very easy to retrieve refer- 
ence material in two formats, CD-ROM 
and CD-I. Maybe I've got the CD-I virus 
but I thinlc it's wonderful. It's next to the 
real thing, the near reality of looking inside 
a live human body." 



C E S  

Keeping Trqck of Dynamic Production 



Publishing Services Group, have also things for us in terms of replacing an anti- 
worked with us." On the programming quated paper system," he adds. "It has sys- 
side, Nancy Musgrave, Management tem cross-checks to help prevent some 
Information Systems (MS) Manager has human errors and most important, it gener- 
played an important role in helping to con- ates a variety of reports that will help us 
figure the hardware needs of the system, manage the work flow and operations, the 
while Network Manager Cheryl Falcey has financial concerns, and provide informa- 
handled the support end. tion to other departments. Our outside 

The new system is not entirely up and journal editors will also benefit from regu- 
ng yet, although it was fully installed lar updates reporting on the status of man- 

in July when user-testing by Joanna uscriptsfortheirjournah " 
Pietro's administrative group began. This 
phase was based on real data so there was 
no duplicate effort. "We've been doing CAP Context 
some tweaking along the way," says 
Mancia. "As we find things that slow down While John Mancia was in Amsterdam (en 
the key-in aspect we get back to MIS and route back home after visiting Pergamon in 
discuss the efficiencies we're looking for." Oxford) his days were spent focusing 

Mancia continues, "PTS isn't dramati- closely on CAP - Elsevier Science's 
cally changing the way we record what Computer-Aided Production project now 
goes on. It's just a matter of working on a under development; see ESW 813. "It's 
terminal rather than a piece of paper. In absolutely exciting," he says, "because the 
addition, we have user documentation in wheels are turning, people are thinking, 
module form, that is, in sections that relate input is sought and CAP is a living plan." 
tothespecificoperationssothatpeoplecan Phi1 Shafer, Kerry O'Rourke 

ve a small manual rather than an intimi- (Production Manager) and Steven Cherry 
ting giant reference source on their (Publishing Technologies Manager) are 
&S. We've developed tutorial software three key people who need to know as 

so that users can place a floppy in their PCs much as possible about CAP. "My man- 
and be walked through the system by the agers are already very aware of CAP," say s 
software. That's important because we Mancia, "and incorporate it into their 
have' the off-site areas. We're bringing thinking as they manage their departmen- 
those people into the office for initial ori- tal needs. As a management team we are 
entation and training alongside in-house moving ahead electronically. We also 
staff, and they can carry the manual and want to move in a direction that will be 
tutorial software Pack with them to train compatible with the CAP plan, and provide 
others or provide a regular refresher course additional feedback to the people involved 
for themselves." in the CAP planning." 

Early August saw the start of a parallel One important part of the CAP plan is 
implementation plan where, Mancia the development of a "generic" (division- ! explains, "we use both PTS and our old wide) production tracking system. If this is 

I manual system. We'll run that for as long going to happen, why is New York imple- 
as needed to feel comfortable with the menting its own PTS which may run the 

mated system. I don't care to put a time riskof being incompatible with CAP in the 
frame on how long that will take, it may be future? Naturally, Manciaand his manage- 
a month, hopefully no longer than three. ment team have given this potentially 
Then we'll all divorce ourselves from the thorny problem careful consideration. 
old way and just carry on with the new. "The question of interfacing our PTS with 

"PTS is expected to do wonderful the future tracking system is something our 

people are looking at in terms of data and 
systems compatibility to shed some light 
on whether or not we should revise our 
PTS." 

Mancia continues, "As a result of my 
meetings here in Amsterdam over the last 
couple of days I have a great deal of confi- 
dence that as we move forward with CAP, 
it will only require a little tweaking to 
match the New York needs. But time will 
tell, it's a long road to travel." 

Indeed, current production tracking 
systems throughout the science division 
will be in place for a number of years 
because, Mancia explains, "we not only 
have to build the new system but once it is 
built we're all going to phase in. We won't 
all turn the switch one day and put hun- 
dreds of journals on the new system at 
once, so we're all going to get good use of 
the systems we have now. They've served 
as a very good learning ground for building 
the system." 

ESPCI is not yet on a specific timetable 
for CAP implementation but Mancia 
thinks they can indeed begin to participate 
in the near future. "We'll await further 
details on CAP requirements and tools, 
such as have been specified, but it won't 
take very long for us to gear up. I do appre- 
ciate the fact that Pergamon and 
Amsterdam are taking up much of the 
effort to develop what is a very large plan. 
Frans Visscher (APD Director, Desk 
Editorial, Typesetting & Production) 
shared the plan with us in its initial stages 
which clearly demonstrated that he and 
others want to make sure that other pub- 
lishing groups are in tune with what's 
going on and have the opportunity to pro- 
vide some feedback. It's obvious they wel- 
come feedback because the original CAP 
plan and the current CAP plan are not the 
same. It's even better than it was, it's a liv- 
ing, growing thing, it truly is. It seems that 
everyone is involved today." 



P O D I U M  

Reiection 

it denial, dismissal, or 
simply a brush-off. A rebuff, a 
turn-down, a refusal, whatever you 
want to call it, rejection always 
hurts, even if you're one of the 
literary greats (T.S. Eliot rejected 
George Orwell's Animal Farm by 
saying "Animal stories don't sell 
in the USA."). But it's a fact of 
life, in order to ensure quality 
contents, journal editors must 
reject the papers that don't come 
up to scratch. No doubt some 
academic editors are more 
sensitive than others when it 
comes to sparing the feelings of 
authors submitting regretably 
spurnable work. 

For sheer tact and diplomacy, 
nothing could beat this "mother of 
all rejection slips", translated from 
a Chinese economics journal and 
quoted in The Financial Times: 
"We have read your manuscript 
with boundless delight. If we were 
to publish your paper, it would be 
impossible for us to publish any 
work of lower standard. And as it is 
unthinkable that in the next thou- 
sand years were shall see its equal, 
we are, to our regret, compelled to 
return your divine composition, 
and to beg you a thousand times to 
overlook our short sight and 
timidity." 

capitated Reed Reallv Carefullv 

This is my third day of 
employment at Elsevier, and I 
love it. I got my copy of ESW 
yesterday and I gotcha! 
p. 7: bad break in caption: 'A' on 

end of line and 'ndrew' at the 
beginning of the next. 

p. 7: bad break in paragraph after 
'...to one type' 

p. 9: it is quoted "one hundred 
percent sure" and on p. 10 it 
is quoted "90%". 

p. 14: " 'lets give it a go' " 
p. 20: Marketing 'Assistent' and 

'Engingeering' & 
Technology 

p. 21: 'journalmanagement' 
Do I get an extra holiday? 
Sincerely, 
Susan Giniger New York 

Gracious, Susan, what an eagle eye 
you have ... Thanks for listing the 
typos. Rest assured, you weren't 
the only reader to comment on the 
inordinate number of typos in this 
last issue-promise we'll be more 
careful in future. In our opinion the 
most awful is the one where we 
managed to decapitate the 'A' from 
Andrew Cullis's name-for which, 
Andrew, we offer our sincere 
apologies. As to an extra holiday, 
Susan, 'jraid we can't let you have 
that because you missed the 
unfortunate typos on several other 
pages (no prizes to readers who do 
find them), but thanks again and 
keep up the careful poufreading 
(whoops!) proofreading. - Ed.0 

Droll Options 
Spellinu checkers in word processors stop at words they do not 
recognise - i.e. possible misspellings - and offer alternatives. This 
can be very useful, but a "difficult" piece of text in a non-specialised 
spelling checker can have amusing results. 

Here are the results from one short piece of text: 
algebras = gallopers / ad-libbers / dabblers 
subrings = siberians /aspirins 
submodules =husbandless 
Hausdorff = hailstorm 
Noetherian = enthralling /mother-in-law 
Regards, 
Clive Ewing Amsterdam 

Like many of our own Elsevier Science staff out in the field visiting 
scientists or attending conferences, people from Reed Exhibition 
Companies (WC) are constantly jetting around the world, rushing from 
a hotel room to the exhibition centre and back to the office. Such a hectic 
existence means it's not always possible to smell the roses - or even 
read (really read) the local signs. As every traveller knows, 
communication in foreign countries can assume some humorous twists 
through translation. What follows are some local signs and notices 
written in English, observed by REC travellers, and reprinted with kind 
permission from Walt Heithaus, Director of Corporate Relations and 
Editor of The Reporter, REC's in-house newsletter: 

From a brochure of a car rentalfirm in Tokyo 
When a passenger on foot heave in sight, tootle the horn. Trumpet him 
melodiously at first, but if he still obstacles your passage then toot1 
him with vigor. 

In a Bucharest hotel lobby 
The lift is being fixed for the next day. During that time we regret th 
you will be unbearable. 

In a Rhodes tailor shop 
Order your summer suits. Because is big rush we will execute cus- 
tomers in strict rotation. 

A signposted in Germany's Black Forest 
It is strictly forbidden on our Black Forest camping site that people of 
different sexes, for instance men and women, live together in one tent 
unless they are married with each other for that purpose. 

In a Yugoslavian hotel 
The flattening of underwear with pleasure is the job of the chamber- 
maid. 

From a Japanese booklet on using a hotel air conditioner 
'Cooles and Heates: if you want just condition of warm in your room 
please control yourself. ' 

In a Budapest zoo 
Please do not feed the animals. If you have any suitable food, give it to 
the guard on duty. 

In a Paris hotel elevator 
Please leave your values at the front desk. 

In a Bangkok dry cleaners 
Drop your trousers here for best results. 

As Robert Frost once said: "Poetry is what gets lost in translation." Do let 
ESW know if you come across comparable poetic attempts at good English 
on your travels around the world. 
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1 Caption Winners 

l We were nearly annihilated by the incredibly fast response from on- 
the-ball readers to the caption competition in ESW 813. Congratulations 
to Yvonne Nieuwenhuijs, Tatjana Rischer-Driessen, Yolanda 

/ Wiesemann, Nico ~ o ~ h l i e r ,  ~ a r c i a  Kosmerchock, Joost Friederich, 
l all from the Amsterdam office, and B.J. Roelen, an Elsevier Science I 

pensioner. You have all won an Elsevier satchel for submitting versions 
(some more macabre than others) of the correct caption: The photo 
showed the old Sloterdijk Station which used to be opposite the 
Molenwerf. This station was demolished when the Amsterdam-Haarlem 
railway track was moved a few hundred metres to the north. Its 
futuristic-looking replacement 

+ is nearby in Teleport.. I 

Tbc way H wn... I Desk odltor k e r t  RMnfl  briefly lntmupts rnk m a nrnlncrlpt for th journal Surfm 
&hw to show Iwo of h 0  AM dleefltms, Ib Lundh~l and hbs Koch, th colouful hktwlul 
nupt In his nwntly pnblhhrd book Verdatken land, H m n n r n  Imd. 

by digging deep in the town bearable because Canaletto made a 
archives, Geert published his book point of giving me clear and 
last May. Its central theme deals unambiguous information about 

F with the temfying Flood of St. what was happening." He concedes 
+l Elisabeth in 1421, which drowned that a historical geography may 

70 villages around Dordrecht and have to endure more delays, for 
the town itself, although some 50 technical reasons, than most 
km from the coast, became an manuscripts passing over his 
island perched (fairly) high and dry Elsevier Science desk. Happily, 
in an inland sea measuring approxi- Geert says, "A technically near- 

If The Author's Side of the Pbeline 

r A desk editor in APD Physics gL 
Materials Science published a 
book this year. So what, you may 

I think, what's so unusual about 
that? Elsevier's scientific desk 

1 editors (known as production 

editors in the UK and US) 
routinely help to publish scores of 
books. This case would not be 
astonishing were it not for the fact 
that the desk editor in question, 
Geert Renting, happens to be the 
author of the book in question. 

A geography graduate of the 

lulrrtlSlyt#krlW 

University of Utrecht, Geert 
Renting lives in Dordrecht, a 13th- 
century town on the banks of the 
River Merwewe about 80 km south 
of Amsterdam -quite close to 
Rotterdam - with some 1 10.000 
inhabitants. Dordrecht City 
Council commissioned Geert to 
write the history of his hometown 
and its watery surroundings. 

After spending a year on 
research, unearthing the turbulent 
geographical history of the region 

mately 500 km2. In the second part 
of the book Geert describes how, in 
the following centuries, the inun- 
dated land was painstakingly 
reclaimed from the sea, d i e  after 
dike, polder by polder. "All in all," 
says Geert, "it's a very Dutch story 
of floods, polders and dikes." 

Elsevier wasn't the publisher 
of Verdronken Land, Herwonnen 
Land (Sunken Land, Reclaimed 
Land). "For a change," adds a 
smiling Geert, "it was done by 
another Dutch publisher called 
Canaletto who specializes in 
historical cartography and subse- 
quently, map reproductions." Not 
surprisingly, there are over 70 old 
maps reproduced in Geert's book, 
15 of which are in colour. 

The publication of Geert's 
book was delayed several times 
(sound familiar?), due to schedul- 
ing difficulties at the publishers 
but, says Geert, "I found the delays 

perfect end product alleviated 
much of the pain I suffered through 
having to wait so long for my book 
to come out." 

As a desk editor, what was it 
like on the author's side of the 
publishing pipeline? Geert takes his 
time to consider a reply. "I became 
very aware of how important it is to 
the author that his publisher gives 
him the feeling that he is more than 
just a supplier of raw material and 
that his manus- is being handled 
with great care. An author should . 
never get the feeling he is only one 
of many." As if publishing his own 
book is not enough, in his time 
away from editing other people's 
manuscripts at work, Geert is a 
(writing) member of a three-man 
editorial board of a monthly 
magazine about South Africa 
which is now in its 70th year of 
publication.@ 
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Creditable Peraamon Cricket Clarification? 

An unusual Pergamon Intrepids Cricket Club fixture took place recently 
in usual Bank Holiday weather - wet and windy - when the Intrepids 
faced the might of Northamptonshire (Northants) County Cricket Club, 
the current one-day kings of English County Cricket. The match was a 
benefit game for England player Rob Bailey, courtesy of Wilson 
Connelly, the builders of Elsevier Science's new HQ at Oxford Spires, 
Kidlington. 

Paul Adams, Pergamon's captain, duly won the toss and asked 
Northants to bat. After 33 overs, Northants had been held to 227 runs by 
seven players. Highlights of the Northants innings included a rapid 70 from 
Allan Lamb, featuring a sprinkling of sixes, mainly from the bowling of the 
Pergamon skipper, and a stylish 46 from Rob Bailey himself. 

The Pergamon players stuck to their task superbly in the field, with 
Steve Raywood producing the brilliant bowling figures of fow wickets for 
45 runs. Nick Sharp had the distinction of beating Rob Bailey twice 
outside off stump in one over- a feat that not many county bowlers could 
boast of. 

The Pergamon reply finished on 88 runs for five wickets when the rains 
returned and washed out play for the day. Highlights of the Pergamon 
batting were a gallant and resourceful 34 not-out from David Kerridge 

Cricket can be confusing for 
the uninitiated. Perhaps this 
explanation may help you 
understand how the game is 
played: 

"You have two sides, one out 
in the field and one in. Each man 
that's in the side that's in goes out 
and when he's out he comes in and 
the next man goes in until he's out. 
When they are all out the side 
that's out comes in and the side 
that's been in goes out and tries to 
get those coming in out. 
Sometimes you get men still in 
and not out. When both sides have 
been in and out including the not- 
outs, that's the end of the game. 
Howzat!" 

and arather more swashbuckling and agricultural 30 from ~ e i t h  whiter. 
NB: This "clarification" was 

In the end Rob Bailey, the Northants captain, conceded an "honowable 
printed on an Irish linen tea towel, 

draw" - a very creditable result for Pergamon. Thanks must go to all 
with acknowledgements to the 

concerned at Wilson Connelly, Northants and behind the scenes at 
Marylebone Cricket Club ... 

Pergamon for a memorable day for all the Pergamon players. Rob Bailey 
benefitted by more than £3000 from the day and each Pergamon player was 
presented with an engraved glass tankard to commemorate the occasion. 
PaulAdams 

C y u l r ' s  Inimpid8 krld tb n&My m-day kingt d English County Clicket to M hoamirabla draw in a nomt hhm.  U d  up - bafm 
t h r n h n * r # l w l ~ ~ - m [ I - r l k c L n r e ~ ~ N k l r S k * p , M u k ~ ~ , h ~ l M ~ m s , J a ~ ~ l ~ , C k d s ~ b m d  
Stm h l y .  M m John Up&m, lWth Whltrr, Brammll W s ,  Om W d g a  and &m bywaad. 

Transitions 

Dominic Vaughan has been 
appointed Publisher of APD Earth 
Sciences in Amsterdam, replacing 
Martin Tanke who is now 
Publisher of APD Biochemistry, 
Neuroscience & Microbiology. 
Dominic studied zoology and 
applied entomology at Oxford and 
worked one year for Pergamon 
Press and seven years for Blackwell 
Scientific Publications before 
joining Elsevier Science in April 
1987 as a Publishing Editor at 
Elsevier Applied Science in 
Barking. On 1 July 1992 Dominic 
was promoted to Associate 
Publisher in various areas including 
Materials Science (see ESW 7/3), 
Environmental Science and 
Geotechnical Engineering 

Simon Pickering has joined 
Elsevier Advanced Technology in 
Oxford as an Editor reporting to 
Associate Publisher Guy 
Kitteringham 

Sylvia Fish has joined Elsevier 
Trends Journals in Cambridge as 
Secretary to David Bousfield, ETJ 
Director, replacing Eileen 
Wheatley who has left the compa- 
ny. Rosie Perkins has joined ETJ 
as Assistant Editor of Trends in 
Pharmacological Sciences, report- 
ing to TIPS Editor Deborah 
Girdlestone 



I 
l Andrew Cullis, from Pergamon in for Life Sciences at Pergamon. She 

Oxford, has been appointed takes over the management of the 
4. General Manager, Elsevier list formerly handled by Andy 

I 
Electronic Publishing Services at Colborne who left the company 
Lancaster, replacing Alex Powell 
who has left the company to pursue 

f a Master's degree in artificial 
intelligence 

Chris Kluiters has been appointed 
to the new APD central marketing 
position of Sales Development 
Manager, with special responsibili- l u b ~ l l s  H r v ~ k r  
ties for CAPCAS and other elec- 
tronic products, reporting to APD 

Replacing him as Marketing Isabelle Havekes, formerly 
Manager for APD Medicine, Secretary to the APD Personnel 
Pharmaceutical & Biological Department, is now Secretary to 
Sciences is Jonathan Clark, Board of Management members 
formerly a Publishing Editor with James Kels and Jos Overdevest. 
APD Chemistry & Chemical Isabelle replaces Marie-Christine 

Schoorl, who is presently on 
maternity leave 

Peter Fransen has joined Elsevier 
Science in Amsterdam as an Recently Elsevier Scientific 

Publishers Ireland Ltd (Shannon) 
Automation Department headed by has seen quite a number of new 

nne van der Rest arrivals besides Rein van 
Charldorp (see ESW 812) and Ian 
Beecroft (see ESW8/1). The 

Donna Gordan has moved to APD newcomers are Gerard Clancy, 
Physics & Materials Science as Accountant, Catherine Leslie, 

istration, Frances Quinn 

Department, and Ann 
Debra Forstad has joined APD O'Brien, Desk Editor 
Biochemistry, Neuroscience & 

Recent newcomers to Elsevier 
Fletcher-Jones and Publishing Science Publishing Co. Inc., New 
Editor Paul Taylor York, are: Beth Fishkin, Editorial 

Assistant to Associate Publisher 
Joan Parker in the Biomedical 
Journals Group; James Forgione 

anagement Trainee. Nicoline Vinod Pate1 and Dina Penrose, 

New York. Liette Cleyndert, Data Processing; Charles Hurley, 

Angela Thompson, both Data 
Entry Operators in respectively, 
Journals Fulfilment and North 
American Sales & Distribution; 
Stephen Foster, Customer Service 
Representative in the Journals 
Information Centre; and Steven 
Mekroth, Technical Writer in the 
Lakewood Editorial Office 

The newly created Exhibits 
Department at ESPCI is staffed by 
Marshal Levell, Exhibits 
Manager, Laura Rosenberg, who 
transferred from PP1 Tarrytown to 
ESPC as Exhibit Coordinator, and 
Steven King and Grace Lyttle, 
Assistants 

Hakem Sulaiman at Pergamon 
Press Inc. (Tarrytown) has been 
promoted to Marketing 
Coordinator, reporting to Kim 
Cavellero, Associate Director, 
Marketing 

Henk Hoogers, formerly 
Translator for Elsevier Science 
Personnel & Organisation, has left 
after 29 years with the company 

Jaap de Vries, from the Electronic 
Publishing Division, has left after 
28 years with the company. 
Amongst other positions, Jaap was 
Publisher of the BMD Reference 
Unit, and was closely associated 
with SEDBASE (the Side Effects 
of Drugs database) for very many 
years 

Brenda Campbell, formerly 
Marketing Manager with APD 
Chemistry & Chemical 
Engineering, has left Elsevier 
Science to move to Lausanne to 
join her husband, Publishing Editor 
Albert Fischer, and pursue her 
doctorate in Business 
Administration 

Milestones 

20 Years 

C.F.M. van den Berg Amsterdam 
K. Black Blakelands 
H. Phillips Oxford 
R.W.M. Brinkman Amsterdam 
M. Cuppers-v.d. Lans Meppel 
P.W.M. Lokkerbol Amsterdam 
K. Michielsen Amsterdam 
E. Morrell Oxford 
H.J. Schoonhoven Amsterdam 
F.E. Tilon-Sweet Amsterdam 
J.W. Wiggermans Amsterdam 
H.D. Zomerhuis-v.d. Steen 
Meppel 

15 Years 

H. Bartlett Oxford 
K. Beahan Oxford 
M. Morris Oxford 
C. Warr Oxford 

10 Years 

P.F. de Chatel Amsterdam 
E. Francis Oxford 
B. Glassberg New York 
J. Hog Renking-Kuit Amsterdam 
E.G.H.M. Hove s Amsterdam 
H. Jones Oxfor b 
V. O'Brien Tanytown 
M. Meijer-Grootveld Amsterdam 
A. Moore Leicester 
P. Mostert Amsterdam 
D.M. Piccolo-Roebersen 
Amsterdam 
R. Smith Amsterdam 
S. Webb Oxford 
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Y Engineering recent1 
celebrated the 100th 
volume of the journal, )lie( 
Catalysis in a rather sp--.a1 L--,  

by organizing a workshop on t 
ture of catalytic science and its 
plications. It v -'tended b ' 

.,p scientists frc 
including such It 
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that Elsevier undl- 
sponsor this works1 
all hope that our dim 
contribute to a greate 

-------..,preciation of catalysis 

Gelebrants of Applied Catalysis 
Volume 100 in the courtyard of 
Chateau Marquette, a 13th century 

I 
castle with a long and rich history, in 
Heemskerk, near Amsterdam (I-rl: Prof. 
Kozo Tanabe, Dr. lan Maxwell, Drs. Wim Vonk, 
Prof. Jim Cairns, Prof. Bernard Delmon, Dr. Jim 
Roth, Dr. Jim Cusumano, Prof. Jerzy Haber, Dr. 
Rolf Bader, Prof. ltalo Pasquon, Prof. Wolfgang 
Htjlderich, Mr. Derek Coleman, Prof. Jean-Marie 
Lehn. Prof. Kenzi Tamaru and Dr. Jonathan Clark. I ?hoto: Lucia Lurcock 
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